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1. Introduction and motivations

Nowadays, the most of the modern television studios
are equipped by digital studio techniques. Digital cam-
corders, continuity desks, audio-mixers, content stor-
age devices and many different hardware equipment
are installed enabling to use special softwares and app-
lications such as virtual 3D studios, special video edit-
ing and so on. 

In studios there are Local Area Networks (LANs) to
realize communication and inter-working between dif-
ferent applications running on these high-performance
computers and professional digital devices. Since the
LANs are using Ethernet technology it is obvious to
handle video and audio stream in Ethernet format.
However, Gigabit Ethernet is more than just transport,
it is the basis of the Next-Generation Digital Video Net-
work.

Representing the merging of synchronous audio/
video (A/V) systems and asynchronous data networks
in studios the leading players in the broadcast industry
developed an open file format called MXF to transfer
video and audio streams as files over Ethernet net-
works. The Material eXchange Format (MXF) is an
open file format, targeted at the interchange of audio-
visual materials with associated data and metadata. It
has been designed and implemented with the aim of
improving file-based interoperability between various
applications used in the television production chain.
The transportation of these different files is indepen-
dent of contents (e.g. not compression scheme specif-
ic) and the applications of manufacturer specific equip-
ment are not required [1].

Parallel with this trend the main brands (like SONY)
improve their product line and announce new cam-
corders support Ethernet or wireless LAN interfaces
and new professional decks support up to five times
faster-than-real-time transfer of full-resolution video over
Gigabit Ethernet interfaces, in addition to MXF file trans-

fer over a 100-Base-T network connection. Testing of
live streaming video systems the Level 3 Connections’
engineers successfully transferred 50 and 30 Mbps
broadcast-quality digital video segments across a local
network [2]. 

The traditional and widespread MAN or WAN core
network transport technology is the SDH with the un-
derlying optical cable infrastructure or WDM systems.
As the video transport solutions in studios are shifting
to Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet technology it is obvi-
ous to use Ethernet Private Line or Ethernet Virtual Pri-
vate Line services [3] for video transport between stu-
dios over the MAN and WAN. Therefore the service pro-
viders and network operators have to offer Ethernet
connectivity over the existing SDH and WDM technolo-
gy (migrating to Next-Generation and Third-Generation
SDH) to meet the broadcasters’ new requirements de-
tailed in the next section. The relevant network func-
tions and the tag-based cross-connection solution are
described in the third section. An application example
and the proper network and node architecture are pro-
posed in the fourth and fifth sections to model the next-
generation network functions. Finally, in the sixth sec-
tion the technical and economical advantages of the
VLAN tag-based cross-connection are illustrated by a
real case study.

2. New client requirements

The audio and video stream transport over the asyn-
chronous data networks requires strict packet loss,
latency and jitter constraints. The broadcasters want to
transport their compressed or uncompressed video
streams in Ethernet frames through the MAN or WAN
network according to different SLAs. The main require-
ments are:

• Reliable video stream transport
• Guaranteed bandwidth service
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• SLA-guaranteed interconnection.
• MXF data transport.
• Just in Time service provisioning.
The modern television applications (like regional news,

nationwide interactive games, region-dependent ad-
vertising, and so on) require flexibility of the video con-
nections. Mainly Just in Time services are required in a
customer-driven connection-provisioning manner bet-
ween studios. 

The different SLAs allow the broadcasters to scale
the transport services to their demands. For example
stricter, and more expensive as well, protected Ether-
net connections for the live streaming video transport
are needed from the local studios to the main studio or
the distribution points and non-protected Ethernet
connections for the stored content exchange are need-
ed between the studios.

3. Network functions and architecture

From the transport service provider point of view the
native switched Ethernet core networks have well-
known restrictions in fields of guaranteed bandwidth,
QoS and fast (<50ms) protection/restoration mecha-
nisms. But on the other hand the Ethernet technolo-
gy’s advantages (e.g. plug-and-play installation, good
scalability and granularity, VLAN security, simplicity of
operation, low cost, etc.) provide good economics of
scale for the service providers. To eliminate the disad-
vantages of the native Ethernet and bring Ethernet
economics with SLA guarantees to the existing SDH
infrastructure Next-Generation SDH (NG-SDH) func-
tions for the Ethernet services are implemented in the
service providers’ networks. 

The Ethernet Private Line and Ethernet Virtual Pri-
vate Line services [3] over the NG-SDH network provide
such performance as traditional private line services.
With the GFP, VCAT and LCAS techniques [6] the
Ethernet over NG-SDH network architecture has great
performance to meet clients’ specific requirements.

Traditionally the NG-SDH equipment provides a time-
slot cross-connect that allows time-slots from one phys-
ical interface to be cross-connected to a different phys-
ical interface. As the amount of the
Ethernet services in the SDH network is
growing, it is worth to integrate frame-
based cross-connect into the SDH equip-
ment [4].

Each Ethernet service is identified and
segregated by tagging the Ethernet
frames, using VLAN tags. Benefits of this
integrated frame cross-connect include:

• Multiple Ethernet services can be
presented on a single physical inter-
face (Fig. 1.), thus the client’s Ether-
net equipment can be connected to
the VLAN tag-based cross-connect
cloud in more economical way.

• Multiple Ethernet services can share the given SDH
bandwidth, namely point-point VLAN connections
can be multiplexed into virtually concatenated SDH
payloads.

• Statistical gain can be achieved to overbook the
SDH bandwidth, i.e. in some cases the individual
peak bit rates could be higher than average. 

The physical integration of the frame cross-connect
into the SDH equipment reduces the number of inter-
faces by an order of magnitude or more. In addition to
reducing the cost of physical interfaces, provisioning of
multiple services on a single Ethernet interface increas-
es the traffic density and reduces operation costs.
Based on the ability to provide multiple, SLA-guaran-
teed services per Ethernet interface, carriers can now
grow the revenue per customer without incremental
investment in access infrastructure.

The service provider prefers to provide guaranteed
bandwidth point-point VLAN connection over the NG-
SDH network. The automatic provisioning of VLAN con-
nections gives flexibility to the network. The manage-
ment of the VLAN tags in the Ethernet layer is the main
issue form the feasible network operation point of view.
The connection set up and the valid VLAN tag admin-
istration is supported by the GVRP (Generic VLAN Re-
gistration Protocol). GVRP remove the burden of man-
ually installing and managing VLANs from the network
administrator’s hands, provides a mechanism for dy-
namic maintenance of VLAN Active Filtering Database
and for propagating the information they contain to
other VLAN-aware switches. GVRP was namely never
designed to set up point-point VLANs (the VLAN topo-
logies would rather resemble a sub-tree of the Span-
ning Tree topology). The required GVRP modifications
[7] can be done correctly, but these are out of this
paper’s scope. 

4. Application example

To illustrate the advantages of the integrated VLAN
tag-based cross-connects in the networks, typical Hun-
garian video transport architecture among the main re-
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Fig. 1.  Network architecture



gional studios (located in the capital and in largest
country towns) is proposed. The network architecture
contains an Ethernet and a NG-SDH layer. The region-
al studios are connected to the redundant Ethernet
switches. Between the switches the dual star logical
topology provides redundant paths against the failures
in the Ethernet layer. The logical loops are avoided by
the STP algorithm.

Fig. 2.  Ethernet logical topology

Fig. 3.  SDH physical topology

The underlying SDH layer has more connected phy-
sical topology, this provides to establish link-indepen-
dent physical connectivity for the Ethernet services.
The Ethernet layer provides protection only against the
failure of the Ethernet layer. The physical link failures
are protected by the SDH layer’s 1+1 path protection
because the convergence time of the STP algorithm is
not feasible for the clients’ requirements. The physical
link failures are hided from the Ethernet by the SDH pro-
tection.

In the regional studios the streaming video connec-
tion demands are separated into different VLANs by
the customer Ethernet equipment’s GVRP protocol, than
the VLANs are mapped into the right sized virtually
concatenated VC-4 payloads of the SDH to the desired
direction. According to the different SLAs there are pro-
tected VLAN demands and non-protected VLAN de-
mands on the customer side. Because of the optimal
SDH bandwidth utilization the service provider wants to
protect only the protected VLAN demands in the trans-
port SDH layer. So the VLANs can be identified and
grouped by the service provider equipment. In case of
no VLAN tag-based cross-connecting function, the dif-
ferent VLANs should be identified by tributary ports,
but if there is frame cross-connection in the SDH layer
the different VLANs are identified by the VLAN tags on
the single tributary port. 

5. Network and node models

To illustrate the benefits of the application of integrat-
ed frame cross-connects detailed node models are
introduced in this paper. The main functions are both
identified in case of Next-Generation SDH and so called
Third-Generation SDH [5] equipments with VLAN tag-
based cross-connecting function.

Only one direction of one connection is shown on
the next figures (Fig. 4.) 
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Fig. 4.  Fig. 5.  
Ethernet – NG-SDH node models (a, b) Ethernet – TG-SDH node model (c)

Model a. Model b. Model c.



In case of NG-SDH transport architecture without
selective protection all type of services are presented
on a single Ethernet-SDH interface (Fig. 4/a).

The Ethernet switch (Eth SW) provides protection
only against the interface failure and the SDH cross-
connect (SDH XC) provides protection against the link
failure. In case of selective protection the protected (P)
and the non-protected (NP) services had to be sepa-
rated into different interfaces (Fig. 4/b.), thus more
ports are required. But based on the SDH tributary
ports the SDH cross-connect can provide protection
only for the protected services, so fewer SDH capacity
is required. 

If the bandwidth of the protected and non-protect-
ed VLANs (VLAN), the Ethernet port capacities (GbE)
and the SDH concatenation unit size (VC4) are known
the following formulas describe the number of required
ports (#port) and SDH working and protection transport
capacities (#W_VC4, #P_VC4).

Model a – No selective protection

Model b – Port-based selective protection

In case of Third-Generation SDH with selective pro-
tection based on the VLAN tag-based cross-connec-
tion function the all type of services are presented on
a single Ethernet-SDH interface (Fig. 5 – Model c). 

Thanks to the frame cross-connection capability in
SDH (VLAN XC) the protected and non-protected ser-
vices can be identified by VLAN tags on a single inter-
face as well. Thus, the SDH can provide selective pro-
tection for the protected VLANs against the link fail-
ures. This solution requires fewer ports and fewer SDH
capacities than the NG-SDH selective protection solu-
tion (Model b). 

The following formulas describe the needed port num-
bers (#port) and SDH transport capacities (#VC4).

Model c – VLAN tag-based selective protection

6. Case studies

Above the network architecture and topology describ-
ed in Section 4., assuming a given traffic matrix witch
contains the number of point-point VLAN demands
between regional studios. The bandwidth of this broad-
cast-quality, uncompressed connection demands is
165 Mbps (IEC-601). The higher-order SDH virtual con-
catenation unit is one VC-4 (139,264 Mbps), because
the maximum number of virtually concatenated lower-
order containers (e.g. VC-12) is 64, so this is not
enough for the VLAN’s bandwidth [6].

In normal cases one VLAN requires one VC-4-2v
payload and two different VLANs require a VC-4-4v
payload (2xVC-4-2v). In case of VLAN tag-based cross-
connection one VLAN requires one VC-4-2v payload
as well but two VLANs requires only a VC-4-3v payload
because the connections are identified by the VLAN
tags.

The detailed network and node models enable to
analyze many of technical and economical case stud-
ies. Based on the simple example above it is easy to
understand that the VLAN tag-based solution requires
fewer SDH protection capacities and lower number of
interfaces to satisfy the client’s requirements. 

On the network level, instead of the total number of
required network resources in the service provider point
of view the most interesting question is the number of
unused resources and the possible points of the ca-
pacity upgrades. Based on the proposed models in this
paper, assuming given link capacities the following
figures show the unused resources and the capacity
upgrade points in function of the relative traffic load
(Fig. 6).

As it is shown, it is obvious the port-based selective
protection (Model b) enables to extend the capacity
upgrade point compared to the no selective protection
case (Model a) because of the fewer protection capac-
ity needs. The proposed architecture with VLAN tag-
based cross-connection (Model c) enables to provide
more VC-4s and more VLANs (Fig. 7.) in the same net-
work, so enables to more extend the capacity upgrade
point as the relative traffic load is increasing.

In connection with this, the required interface card
numbers by the VLAN tag-based cross-connection case
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(Model c) are the same as the case of no selective pro-
tection (Model a), so beside better network perfor-
mance the total network cost can be lower than in port-
based selective protection case.

7. Conclusions

Broadcasters want to transport and exchange their dig-
ital streaming video and audio traffic between the stu-
dios in a packet-based manner. The Next-Generation
SDH equipments and the integrated VLAN tag-based
cross-connecting function (e.g. Third-Generation SDH)
enable to flexibly establish guaranteed bandwidth VLAN
connections over the transport network. 

Based on the proposed models
the advantages of the integrated
frame cross-connection function
are manifested in the network re-
sources, the network utilization, the
interface cost and the total net-
work cost as well. 
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Fig. 7.  Capacity upgrade points

Fig. 6.  Capacity requirements


